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Abstract

Tamm–Horsfall protein (THP), also known as uromodulin, is a kidney-specific protein produced by cells of
the thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle. Although predominantly secreted apically into the urine,
where it becomes highly polymerized, THP is also released basolaterally, toward the interstitium and
circulation, to inhibit tubular inflammatory signaling. Whether, through this latter route, THP can also
regulate the function of renal interstitial mononuclear phagocytes (MPCs) remains unclear, however. Here,
we show that THP is primarily in a monomeric form in human serum. Compared with wild-type mice,
THP  mice had markedly fewer MPCs in the kidney. A nonpolymerizing, truncated form of THP

stimulated the proliferation of human macrophage cells in culture and partially restored the number of
kidney MPCs when administered to THP  mice. Furthermore, resident renal MPCs had impaired

phagocytic activity in the absence of THP. After ischemia-reperfusion injury, THP  mice, compared with

wild-type mice, exhibited aggravated injury and an impaired transition of renal macrophages toward an M2
healing phenotype. However, treatment of THP  mice with truncated THP after ischemia-reperfusion

injury mitigated the worsening of AKI. Taken together, our data suggest that interstitial THP positively
regulates mononuclear phagocyte number, plasticity, and phagocytic activity. In addition to the effect of
THP on the epithelium and granulopoiesis, this new immunomodulatory role could explain the protection
conferred by THP during AKI.
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Tamm–Horsfall protein (THP), also known as uromodulin, is a glycoprotein uniquely expressed in the
kidney, by cells of the thick ascending limb (TAL) of the loop of Henle.  THP is predominantly sorted to

the apex of TAL cells, and secreted into the urine as one of the most abundant urinary proteins. However, a
small amount of THP is also released basolaterally toward the interstitium and the circulation.  The

structure and functions of basolaterally released THP are not fully understood. We previously showed that
interstitial THP directly interacts with the basolateral domain of S3 segments, where it mediates a
protective crosstalk between S3 segments and TAL.  This interaction results in the downregulation of

inflammatory signaling in S3 cells during AKI. Indeed, THP  mice are more prone to AKI, and have

heightened inflammation and neutrophil infiltration.  THP deficiency also causes delayed kidney

recovery after injury.  Our ongoing research is focused on identifying specific receptors on S3 segments
that mediate this signaling. However, it is also possible that basolaterally released THP interacts with other
cell types in the renal interstitial space.

The renal interstitium is a rich milieu that harbors various cells types.  Resident and infiltrating
mononuclear phagocytic cells (MPCs) form an important immune surveillance network, which can
modulate various functions in health and disease.  It has been proposed that THP has

immunomodulatory functions, but the exact role of THP in regulating the functions of renal immune cells,
specifically renal MPCs, is still unclear. Earlier works of Muchmore and Decker  and Hession et al.
found THP to be suppressive of inflammation by binding to immune cells or cytokines. Subsequent studies,
however, supported a proinflammatory function of THP, through activation of immune cells such as
neutrophils, monocytes, and dendritic cells.  These conflicting observations could be explained by the

fact that all of the previous studies were performed in vitro or ex vivo, utilizing for the most part aggregated

forms of THP that could be highly immunogenic.  This may not accurately reflect interstitial or circulating
THP, which is unlikely to be highly aggregated. In addition, in light of our improved understanding of the
complex relationship between inflammation and appropriate versus maladaptive healing, we now
appreciate that a controlled inflammatory response is not deleterious. Rather, pathologic conditions occur
when inflammation fails to terminate.  This maladaptive process typically leads to abnormal healing,

chronic inflammation, and fibrosis. This particularly pertains to renal MPCs and their complex role in
maintaining health and transitioning into appropriate healing from injury.

Proper MPC function is important for the clearance of danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) and
pathogen-associated molecular patterns.  MPCs are also essential for the clearance of neutrophils

from injured organs.  All of these functions are necessary to prevent persistent inflammatory response,

and usher adaptive healing and recovery. This pleiotropic role of MPCs has become increasingly
recognized, and several macrophage phenotypes associated with progression of injury and/or repair have
been described.  In addition, the homeostasis of MPCs needs to be properly maintained both

spatially and temporally, in order to ascertain a timely transition from an injury to a healing phenotype.

Notwithstanding the recent progress, there is still a significant gap in our knowledge of the exact interplay
between the plasticity of macrophages and the divergent pathophysiologic manifestations, particularly in a
renal context. It is of note that, in this work, we use the term MPCs because there is a large degree of
overlap existing between macrophages and dendritic cells.

The role of THP in modulating the immune system in vivo has not been studied in detail.  Our previous
work with THP  mice suggests that THP deficiency is associated with a maladaptive response to injury

and persistent inflammation.  On the basis of this, we investigated the hypothesis that THP is an

important positive regulator of renal MPC function in health and after AKI. This role of THP could
augment the anti-inflammatory effect exerted on the S3 epithelium,  collectively aiming to terminate

inflammation and enable timely transition into healthy recovery.
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Results

Characterization of Human THP in the Circulation/Renal Interstitium Compared with Urine

THP is secreted in the urine from the apical domain of TAL as a highly aggregated polymer with molecular
mass exceeding a million Daltons.  This is demonstrated by the fact that, under native conditions, urinary

THP will not enter a gel to undergo electrophoresis (Figure 1A, lane a); however, when applying
denaturing and reducing conditions, urinary THP will migrate predominantly in the 85–90 kD region (
Figure 1B, lane a), which corresponds to the molecular mass of full-length glycosylated THP.  Highly

aggregated proteins are typically immunogenic. Therefore, we hypothesized that basolaterally released
THP, which makes its way to the interstitium and circulation, is not aggregated. Because the isolation of
pure interstitial THP is not feasible, we characterized serum (circulating) THP, as a surrogate to the renal
interstitial form of THP. Under denaturing and reducing conditions, THP from human serum has a
molecular mass around 85–90 kD, which is comparable to that of full-length urinary THP (Figure 2, lanes
a–c). Using size exclusion chromatography, we isolated different molecular mass fractions of normal
human serum and performed western blot after immuno-precipitating THP in each fraction. The fraction
that harbored the majority of THP corresponded to proteins in the range of 44 and 158 kD, and contained a
single band in the 80–90 kD region (Figure 2, lanes d–g). This can only be interpreted that the predominant
form of THP in the circulation and, by extension, in the interstitium of the kidney, is a full-length
monomeric form.

Although THP in the urine is highly aggregated and predominantly in its full-length form (
Figure 1, A and B, lanes a and e), a low abundance, truncated, and nonaggregating form of THP (tTHP) can
be reproducibly isolated from human urine after treatment with urea and subsequent size exclusion
chromatography (Figure 1, A and B, lanes b–d). tTHP will only dimerize under native conditions, and will

not polymerize even if subjected to increasing concentrations of salt (Supplemental Figure 1). Proteomic
characterization of tTHP shows that the truncation occurs at the level of the interlinker domain within the
zona pellucida (ZP) region,  between ZP-N and ZP-C subdomains (Figure 1, C and D). The ZP

domain confers to THP its aggregating properties.  Therefore, the location of the truncation and the loss

of ZP-C could partially explain why tTHP does not assemble beyond a dimer and aggregate. Because tTHP
is similar to circulating/interstitial THP in that it does not polymerize to highly aggregated complexes, and
it retains the domains that are likely involved in functional activity (Figure 1D), we used it in subsequent
experiments as an alternative for circulating/interstitial THP; the latter cannot be purified due to its very
low concentration.

THP Colocalizes with Resident MPCs in the Renal Interstitium

To determine if THP interacts with renal immune cells, we performed immunofluorescence confocal
microscopy on kidney sections labeled with THP and CD11c, a marker for resident MPCs.  THP

colocalizes with a substantial number of CD11c  cells, as shown in Figure 3, A and B. This finding was

also confirmed by immuno-electron microscopy for THP, whereby gold-labeled THP was observed within
mononuclear cells (Figure 3C). Quantitative three-dimensional (3D) tissue cytometry  was used to
determine that 14.0%±2.4% of CD11c  cells also have significant THP staining (Supplemental Figure 2).

Resident MPC Number Is Decreased in the Kidneys but Not Liver of THP  Mice

We performed immuno-histochemistry for F4/80, a specific marker for murine MPCs, on kidney sections

from THP  and THP  mice. Figure 4 shows that F4/80  renal macrophages are decreased in THP

outer medulla, especially the inner stripe, compared with THP  kidney sections. This decrease in renal

MPCs was also demonstrated using flow cytometry (Figure 5). Using multisurface marker labeling, we
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determined that THP deficiency predominantly affected the CD11b high (hi), F4/80  population (also in

Supplemental Figure 3 on the basis of reference ). A distinct population that was CD11b low (lo), F4/80
hi, and MHCII hi, believed to arise from distinct ontogeny,  was not affected. In the liver, another

parenchymal organ, the number of resident macrophages was not changed in THP  compared with

THP  mice (Supplemental Figure 4). These findings support that THP is an important determinant of the

number of MPCs specifically in the kidney, because this effect was not observed in the liver.

THP Causes Macrophage Proliferation and Activation of Akt

To investigate the possible mechanisms underlying the effect of THP on MPCs, we examined the effect of
tTHP on the proliferation of human monocytic/macrophage SC cells in culture. tTHP causes a time- and
dose-dependent increase in macrophage numbers (Figure 6, A and B) compared with control conditions.
Interestingly, the increase in the number of these cells was not associated with inhibition of apoptosis, as
shown using a propidium iodide (PI)/annexin V flow-based assay. There was also no difference in PI  cells

in control versus tTHP treated, (15.4%±1.2% versus 14.9%±0.4%, respectively; P=0.8). We also studied
the main signaling pathways associated with cell proliferation, and found that Akt, but not Erk or NF-κB
pathways, was activated by THP. Cumulatively, these data suggested that THP stimulates the proliferation
of MPCs, and that this effect could be associated with the activation of Akt.

Exogenous Administration of tTHP Increases Resident Renal Mononuclear Phagocytes in
THP  Mice

To verify that systemic administration of THP reaches kidney MPCs, we used intravital imaging of
CX3CR1-EGFP mouse kidneys, where resident MPCs endogenously express GFP (Figure 7A).  tTHP was

labeled with Alexa 568 and administered intravenously. Within 30 minutes, tTHP was detected in the peri-
tubular circulation and at the basolateral domain of proximal tubules (not shown). At 60 minutes and
onward, tTHP colocalized with renal MPCs in both sessile dendritic-looking cells and in mobile sphere-like
cells, which have the characteristic appearance of macrophages (Figure 7, B and C, Supplemental Video 1).
Flow cytometry analysis at 60 minutes showed that 17.2%±0.8% of CX3CR1  cells were THP positive,

thereby confirming the findings of intravital imaging. The labeling of CX3CR1-negative leukocytes with
THP was significantly less (7.5%±0.5%; P<0.05 compared with THP , CX3CR1  cells, data not shown).

Subsequently, to investigate if exogenously administered THP can reverse the reduction in MPC abundance
observed in THP  kidneys, we studied the effect of treatment with tTHP on the number of renal MPCs in

these mice. tTHP was administered intraperitoneally (IP) daily for 6 days and then flow cytometry was
performed on kidneys from THP  mice compared with controls. Figure 7, D and E, shows that tTHP

administration increased the number of renal MPCs, specifically the CD11b hi population that was reduced
in Figure 5, but did not affect the CD11b low population described earlier (also Supplemental Figures 5 and
6). Interestingly, within the CD11b hi population, THP treatment shifted this population toward MHCII
positivity (decrease in MHCII-negative and increase in MHCII-positive cells). This suggests an added
effect of THP on the maturation and/or the plasticity of resident renal MPCs.

THP Enhances the Phagocytic Activity of MPCs In Vivo

To examine if THP affects MPC activity in vivo, we used two complementary approaches. First, we
systemically administered liposomes with clodronate versus empty liposomes to THP  versus THP

mice. Liposomes are readily phagocytosed by MPCs. In the case of liposomal clodronate, successful
phagocytosis will lead to intracellular release of clodronate and MPC death.  Therefore, the degree of
macrophage depletion with liposomal clodronate, compared with empty liposomes, is a surrogate measure
of the phagocytic activity of MPCs in vivo. Figure 8 shows that, compared with empty liposomes,
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clodronate-filled liposomes led to almost complete depletion of F4/80 MPCs in the cortex of THP

kidneys. A significant, albeit less robust, depletion of MPCs was also observed in the outer medulla of
these kidneys. In THP  kidneys, there was a significant reduction in the degree of MPC depletion with

clodronate compared with THP  kidneys in all compartments of the kidney, especially in the outer

medulla. These findings suggest THP deficiency causes an impairment in the phagocytic ability of MPCs,
which could explain the observed resistance to the depleting effect of liposomal clodronate in THP

kidneys.

The second approach was to directly measure the phagocytic activity in vivo by measuring the uptake of
systemically injected fluorescent beads by renal MPCs, as recently demonstrated by Stamatiades et al.
and in Supplemental Figure 7. We used 3D tissue cytometry, as described recently,  to quantify bead
uptake in the cortex, outer stripe, and inner stripe (Figure 8, D–F). Our results show that bead uptake by
MPCs was significantly reduced in THP  cortex and inner stripe, but not the outer stripe.

Taken together, the two approaches confirm the role of THP in the phagocytic activity of MPCs. The

observation of reduced phagocytic activity in the cortex of THP  kidneys, despite no reduction in the

number of MPCs in that area compared with THP , demonstrates that the effect of THP on phagocytosis

is independent from its role in regulating MPC abundance.

Myeloid Cell Dynamics Are Impaired during AKI

To understand the relevance of the regulatory effect of THP on macrophages in the setting of AKI, we
studied the distribution of immune cells in the kidneys of THP  and THP  mice using flow cytometry (

Figure 9) after sham or ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) surgeries. THP  mice are prone to kidney

injury, as shown by the changes in serum creatinine (Supplemental Figure 8), which is consistent with our
previous findings.  The absence of THP caused a shift toward a proneutrophilic phenotype in sham and

after IRI. There was a relative deficiency of MPCs defined by CD11b , Ly6G  cells (see also Supplemental

Figure 9 for further subclassification), which became even more aggravated after AKI (Figure 9B). There
was no significant difference in nonmyeloid cells between the two strains of mice (defined as CD45 ,

CD11b ) during AKI.

Impaired Macrophage Phenotype Switching in THP  Kidneys during AKI

To better characterize the signaling associated with MPC activity in AKI, we measured the changes in 32
cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors at various time points after AKI compared with sham, in
kidneys from THP  and THP  mice, using a multiplex ELISA assay (Figure 10A). In THP ,

chemokines and growth factors involved in regulating the chemotaxis and activation of neutrophils and
macrophages increase at 6 through 24 hours after IRI. Increase in other proinflammatory/M1 cytokines is
also evident. At 48 hours post-IRI, THP  kidneys show persistent macrophage chemokine and growth

factor signaling, and heightened M1/Th1 signaling, but also a significant surge in repair/M2 cytokine

levels. In contrast, in THP  mice, proneutrophilic signaling and inflammatory/M1 signaling is dominant

6–24 hours post-IRI. Macrophage chemokine and growth factor signaling is suppressed at the early time
points and is not apparent until 48 hours postinjury. Most notably, repair M2 signaling, that was a
prominent feature of THP  at 48 hours, is not activated in THP  mice.

These findings not only suggest dysfunctional signaling involved in macrophage activation in THP

kidneys after AKI, but also reveal a new observation of impaired signaling needed in repair and switching
from M1 to an M2 macrophage phenotype. Indeed, flow cytometry on kidneys 48 hours after IRI in

THP  and THP  confirmed that THP  kidneys have lower CD206  (M2) and higher CD86 , CD206

(M1) macrophage distribution (Figure 10B). Of note, all CD206  macrophages are also positive for CD86,
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suggesting an M1 to an M2 phenotypic switch rather than the appearance of de novo M2 phenotype.

Rescue of THP  Mice after AKI by Administration of tTHP

Because THP deficiency is associated with a proinflammatory phenotype, impaired macrophage repair
signaling, and worsened kidney injury, we next aimed to investigate whether tTHP administration after
AKI could attenuate the injury in the setting of THP deficiency (Figure 11). We treated THP  mice with

tTHP or vehicle, 24 hours after IRI, and followed the course of kidney injury until 72 hours. These mice
were resuscitated with daily 1 cc of saline, to mimic a clinical setting. Figure 11 shows that the two groups
of mice had a comparable degree of injury, as measured by their serum Cr and NGAL levels at 24 hours
after IRI. THP  mice treated with tTHP at 24 hours after IRI had an improvement in the course of AKI at

48–72 hours, both using functional (serum Cr) and injury (NGAL) markers (Figure 11, A and B), compared
with vehicle-treated mice. The protection conferred by THP treatment was also confirmed by histologic
assessment of injury (Figure 11, C and D), and by reduction in NGAL mRNA (Figure 11E), which is
transcriptionally activated by injury.  We also observed an increase in the number of CD206

macrophages in kidneys from the THP treatment group (Figure 11, F and G), which is consistent with
findings from Figure 10, and underscores the importance of THP in phenotypic switching of macrophages,
that could partially explain the protection conferred by THP.

Discussion

The role of THP, particularly as an immunomodulator, has been a subject of controversy over the last
several decades.  In this work, we show for the first time that THP regulates the number and activity of
kidney mononuclear phagocytes in vivo. To our knowledge, this is the first report that studied extensively
the immunomodulatory effect of THP in vivo. Furthermore, we also show the importance of this effect in
the setting of kidney injury. These findings are essential to advance our understanding of THP biology, its
role in kidney health, and its importance in modulating a protective effect in kidney injury. They also
complement our previous work on the protective effect of THP on inflammatory signaling in the
epithelium.  Therefore, THP emerges as a multifaceted protein with pleiotropic effects on different types

of cells. In addition, we showed for the first time that exogenous monomeric THP administration after AKI
could improve the course of injury. This could have implications on the use of THP as a therapeutic agent
in the treatment of AKI.

That THP is monomeric in the circulation/interstitium is a novel finding that will promote our
understanding of THP biology. THP in the urine is predominantly multimeric, and aggregates due to its ZP
domains.  It is unclear why circulating THP, despite being full-length, does not aggregate. This could be
partially due to its low concentration in the serum (range, 20–50 ng/ml) compared with urine (range, 20–50
µg/ml). Another explanation could be a sequence difference at the C-terminus that interferes with the
properties of the ZP, thereby inhibiting aggregation, similar to what was shown by Rampoldi and
colleagues  in cell culture models; this area requires further investigation. The release by the kidney of

a monomeric THP in the interstitium and circulation is very intriguing, as more data are accumulating
about the correlation of serum THP with kidney function and other systemic diseases.  We therefore

propose that monomeric THP released by the kidney is an important regulator of crosstalk between various
cells within the kidney, and possibly between the kidney and other organs—a sort of “kidney stress
hormone.”

It is unclear whether a full-length form of nonaggregating monomeric THP is also secreted in the urine. In
this study, we isolated from the urine a truncated form of THP that lacks one ZP subdomain, but retains all
of the other highly conserved domains. Because of this truncation, this form does not aggregate, but can
only dimerize at higher concentrations. The nature of this dimerization and the THP domains involved in it
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are unclear, but such a process has been reported with other proteins harboring EGF-like domains,  or

could be due to the remaining ZPN domain.  Isolation of a nonaggregating monomeric form of THP

from the urine after treatment with urea is consistent with similar previous findings by Serafini-Cessi.  We
also propose that this truncation is a result of urinary proteolysis and/or handling, which may not
necessarily be physiologically relevant in the urine, but is advantageous in isolating a monomeric form of
THP as we have shown.

The finding that THP regulates the number of kidney MPCs is novel, and ushers a new understanding of
tubular-immune cell crosstalk.  The reduction of MPC number in THP  mice occurs predominantly in

the outer medulla, an area with high TAL density and conceivably high THP interstitial concentration.  The
data on SC cells support an effect of THP on proliferation, possibly through activation of Akt.
Administration of THP systemically over 6 days increased the number of MPCs in THP  kidneys.

Although we did not investigate renal MPC proliferation in vivo, it is also possible that THP administration
will increase monocyte migration and differentiation within the kidney. This is the subject of ongoing
investigations in our laboratory.

The depletion of MPCs in THP  kidneys is specific to a subpopulation (CD11b hi, F4/80 ) in the outer

medulla. In THP , this population of cells is more abundant in the medulla compared with the cortex

(Supplemental Figure 10). The implications for these findings are unclear, but mounting evidence supports
that MPCs within the kidney perform specialized functions (such as specific antigen recognition and
rejection) in a regional distribution.  This could suggest that the presence of THP may be important in

regulating specific functions of the renal mononuclear phagocytic system in the outer medulla. The added
finding that THP also regulates the phagocytic activity of MPCs, as shown in Figure 8, also supports such a
proposition, and underscores the importance of THP for the proper functioning of the MPC network,
especially in the outer medulla.

The differential response of MPCs from the cortex versus medulla in both THP  and THP  to the

depleting effect of clodronate is an interesting additional finding. Flow cytometry on the cortex and
medulla (Supplemental Figure 10) showed small but significant differences in the phenotypic make-up of
MPCs from these different renal areas, which is similar to what others have described.  Although this

phenotypic difference could play a part in the resistance of the inner stripe cells to the effect of clodronate,
other explanations could include the importance of the medullary milieu (as demonstrated recently by
Berry et al. ), or the higher number of MPCs in the medulla, which may require a multidose regimen of

clodronate.

The fact that THP administration promotes the expression of MHCII on renal MPCs in vivo is another
important finding, and is in line with in vitro and ex vivo findings by Säemann et al.  that THP causes
maturation of antigen presenting cells through acquisition of MHCII. As such, THP may be a modulator of
phenotypic switching toward MHCII positivity. This is supported by our observation of a concomitant
decrease in MHCII  renal MPCs after THP administration, which is due in part to shifting to MHCII

expression. It is possible that the effect of THP on enhancing the phagocytic activity of MPCs could be

related to the expression of MHCII. The fact that CD11b hi, MHCII  cells were also decreased in THP

kidneys could suggest a dynamic phenotypic switching from CD11b hi MHCII  to CD11b hi MHCII

cells, aimed at keeping a constant pool of these MHCII  cells.

The disease implications for the role of THP in regulating renal MPCs were studied in an IRI model of
AKI. THP  mice have dysregulated myeloid response after IRI, with relative deficiency of MPCs and

preponderance of neutrophils, even at the beginning of recovery phase (48 hours postsurgery). Data from
the multiplex ELISA show a time delay in macrophage chemokine and growth factor signaling (no increase
in MCSF, CCL2, or CCL4 until 48 hours post-IRI) in THP . This is in contrast to THP , where
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macrophage cytokine and chemokine signaling was observed as early as 6 hours post-IRI. This could
explain the disproportionate level of MPCs in THP  kidneys after AKI. Remarkably, there was a

heightened level of factors involved in repair/Th2/Macrophage phenotype M2 in THP  but not THP  at

48 hours after IRI, suggesting impaired transitioning from a proinflammatory (M1) to a prohealing (M2)
phenotype in THP , which was verified by flow cytometry. These findings support a previously unknown

role of THP in M1/M2 phenotypic switching of macrophages. Cumulatively, these data could explain why
THP  kidneys have impaired healing and persistent inflammatory response after IRI, as we reported

previously.  In fact, MPCs are important in clearing DAMPs and neutrophils from damaged tissue.

Without an adequate number and activity, the MPCs are likely unable to clear DAMPs and neutrophils and,
as a result, inflammation persists.  This is in agreement with earlier data from Lee et al.  showing

that macrophage depletion after AKI caused persistent inflammation. In addition, an improper transition
from M1 to M2 macrophage phenotype is also associated with impaired repair, which is also consistent
with data by multiple other groups.  We acknowledge that this classification of macrophage

phenotype is evolving, and that the M2 phenotype is now classified into additional subtypes such as 2a, 2b,
and 2c. CD206 is a commonly used marker for M2 macrophages,  but future studies will be needed to

determine if THP influences polarization into a specific subtype. We are also mindful that many of the
cytokines/chemokines involved in phenotypic switching could be produced by epithelial cells; therefore,
the effect of THP on macrophage polarization could be facilitated by an interaction with the epithelium,
leading to the release of mediators favoring an M1 to M2 switch.

The physiologic relevance of THP in a repair response after AKI was further demonstrated by exogenous
administration of tTHP into THP  mice. THP-treated mice 24 hours after IRI had an amelioration in the

course of kidney injury, as compared with vehicle-treated mice. Administration of THP could improve
kidney function in THP  by its effect on MPC number or activity. The number of F4/80  cells was not

increased in mice treated with this single high dose of tTHP after AKI (data not shown), suggesting that the
positive effect of such a one-time dose is likely due to an effect on MPC activity or phenotype switching, as
we showed in Figure 11, F and G. In addition to the effect on MPCs, we cannot rule out an added protective
effect of tTHP on epithelial cells, as we showed in our previous work.  Because AKI is a state of THP

deficiency,  it is possible that administration of tTHP in THP  mice with severe AKI could also be

protective, and of potential future use as a therapy to mitigate AKI. This is the subject of ongoing research

in our laboratory.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a novel immunomodulatory role for THP on renal mononuclear phagocytes.
Added to its positive effect on the tubular epithelium, this emergent immunomodulatory role could explain
the protection conferred by THP during AKI, and could lay the foundation for modulating THP or its
targets as a therapy in AKI.

Concise Methods

Mice and In Vivo Experiments

Animal experiments and protocols were approved by the Indianapolis Veterans Affairs Animal Care and
Use Committee. Age-matched 8–12-week-old THP knockout animals (129/SvEv THP ) and wild-type

background strain were used as previously.  CX3CR1-EGFP (B6.129P-Cx3cr1 /J) mice were

obtained from The Jackson Laboratory.

IRI using bilateral renal pedicle clamping was performed as described previously using 22-minute clamp
time.  Mice were resuscitated daily with 1 cc saline to mimic clinical care. In some experiments, mice

were treated with 20 µg tTHP given IP 24 hours after surgery. Sham surgery consisted of an identical
procedure without application of the micro aneurysm clamps. All animals received subcutaneous analgesic
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(bruprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg) at the end of surgery and every 12 hours for 72 hours or until euthanasia.
Serum creatinine was measured using capillary electrophoresis,  performed at the University of Texas

Southwestern O’Brien Center of Excellence.

A group of THP  mice without surgery also underwent treatment with daily 10 µg injections of tTHP for

6 days before euthanasia.

In another group of mice, fluorescent beads were also injected via tail vein as described by Stamatiades et
al.  In a pilot experiment, 20 µl of carboxylate-modified 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.02 μm Fluorobeads (F8887;
Invitrogen) were injected and in vivo phagocytosis by MPCs assessed in kidney tissue, harvested 90
minutes later (Supplemental Figure 7). We found that phagocytosis occurs for 0.2, 01, and 0.02 µm beads,
but not for 0.5 and 1 µm beads, which replicates the data of Stamatiades et al.  We subsequently used 0.1

μm beads and assessed in vivo phagocytosis in THP  and THP . Harvested kidneys underwent

immunofluorescence staining and 3D tissue cytometry as described below to quantitate bead uptake in each
region of the kidney.

Other groups of THP  and THP  mice underwent injection of intravenous liposomal clodronate or

empty liposomes (200 μl/animal of either Clodrosome or Encapsome suspensions by Encapsula Nano
Sciences) and then underwent euthanasia 48 hours later.

Intravital imaging of the kidney was performed as described previously.  Live animal imaging was

performed using an Olympus FV1000-MPE confocal/multiphoton microscope equipped with a Spectra
Physics MaiTai Deep See laser and gallium arsenide detectors, with signal digitized to 12-bit resolution.
The system was mounted on an Olympus Ix81 inverted microscope stand with an Olympus XLUMPLFL
NA 0.95 water-immersion objective. The laser was tuned to 810-nm wavelength. Animals were placed on
the stage with the exposed intact kidney placed in a coverslip-bottomed cell culture dish (HBSt-5040;
Warner Instruments) bathed in isotonic saline. Two ReptiTherm pads (Zoo Med) and a heated water jacket
blanket were used to maintain the temperature at 36°C. The CX3CR1-EGFP mouse was injected with
Alexa568-conjugated THP intravenously (100 µg dissolved in 300 µl of 5% dextrose solution; estimated
THP: Alexa dye ratio, 1:10). Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies), dissolved in normal saline, was
administered IP as a 2 mg/kg bolus 1 hour before imaging. A time-series was obtained every 9 seconds.

Another set of CX3CR1 mice were injected with Alexa 568–conjugated tTHP or vehicle and the kidneys,
harvested 1 hour later, underwent flow cytometry as described below.

Cell Culture Experiments

Human Monocyte/Macrophage SC cell line (CLR-9855; ATCC) were cultured in suspension, in IMDM
media supplemented with 10% FBS, 18 mM NaHCO , 0.02 mM thymidine, 0.1 mM hypoxanthine, 0.05

mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 1× antibiotic/antimycotic solution, at 37°C in a 95% air/5% CO  humidified

incubator and medium was replaced every 2–3 days. Cell counts and viability were done using a Countess
(Life Technologies) automated system.

Tissue Sectioning, Immunofluorescence Staining, and Confocal Microscopy

Immunofluorescence staining was performed, as described previously,  on 50-µm sections of 4%

paraformaldehyde–fixed kidneys from mice, and sectioned using a vibratome. The following antibodies
were used for mouse tissue against the following antigens: THP (8595–0054; AbD Serotec), CD11c
(sc-2867C; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, CA), MHCII (14–5321–82; eBioscience). DAPI was used for
staining nuclei. Oregon Green Phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was used for staining F-actin.

Confocal microscopy and image acquisition in four separate consecutive channels were performed using an
Olympus Fluoview confocal microscope system (Japan).
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3D Tissue Cytometry and Analysis Using Volumetric Tissue Exploration and Analysis
Software

Multichannel and spectral Image acquisition was performed using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope
(Germany). Volume stacks spanning the whole thickness of the tissue were taken using a 20× or a 40×
objective with 0.5–1.0 µm spacing. 3D image rendering was performed using Voxx v2.09d.  3D tissue
cytometry was performed on image volumes using Volumetric Tissue Exploration and Analysis (VTEA),

which was developed as a plugin for ImageJ/FIJI.  A prototype of VTEA can be downloaded for free

with the FIJI updater (https://imagej.net/VTEA).

Immuno-Gold Electron Microscopy

Immuno-gold electron microscopy was performed as described previously  after staining for THP using an
antibody coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold. Electron microscopy was performed using a JEOL 1200 electron
microscope.

Isolation of Human Urinary THP

THP precipitation from urine of normal human donors was performed as described by Tamm and
Horsfall.  Urinary THP was subsequently treated with 8 M urea for >12 hours at 4°C with tumbling. It

was then concentrated on an Amicon concentrator with 10 kD MWCO (Millipore) and transferred on a
Superdex 200 gel filtration column equilibrated with 30 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, in 2 M urea. The

column was precalibrated using specific MW markers (BioRad, CA). THP fractions were collected and the
protein concentration in each fraction was determined using a spectrophotometer. Native gel
electrophoresis was performed on the recovered fractions followed by denaturing and reducing SDS-PAGE.
Fractions of THP isolated between 66 and 146 kD on native gel were subsequently characterized by
proteomic analysis (described below), and found to be predominantly composed of a single truncated form
of THP (tTHP). tTHP purified for biologic used was tested for endotoxin (Pierce LAL Chromogenic
Endotoxin Quantitation Kit #88282) and underwent endotoxin removal using Pierce High Capacity
Endotoxin Removal Resin (#88274). In all in vitro experiments, the level of endotoxin was <0.02 EU/ml.
The level of endotoxin in in vivo dosing was <0.05 EU/dose, which conforms to the standards of preclinical
pharmacology.

Proteomic Characterization of tTHP

N- and C-terminal sequencing of tTHP was performed using matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–
mass spectrometry in source decay (MALDI-MS/ISD).  This technique does not require any special

sample treatment (such as deglycosylation), and can simultaneously sequence the N and C termini for
20–50 amino acids from a small amount of protein (50–100 μg). MALDI-MS/ISD was performed through
Alphalyse Inc. (Palo Alto, CA).

Immunoprecipitation of Serum THP

Normal human serum (EMD Millipore) was depleted from albumin and Igs using multiple passing on Blue
Sepharose 6 (GE Healthcare) and Protein A (Pierce) resins. In some experiments, 10 ml of depleted serum
underwent size exclusion chromatography on Superdex 200 resin as described above. Immunoprecipitation
of THP from depleted serum or its fractions was performed in RIPA buffer using sheep anti-hTHP
polyclonal antibody (R&D Systems, AF5144) at the recommended 1 μg/immunoprecipitation reaction, for
>12 hours at 4°C. Binary antigen-antibody complexes were precipitated using Protein G resin (Pirece
#20398), eluted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and subjected to electrophoresis followed by western
blotting.
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Western Blot

Western blot was performed as described previously.  The following primary antibodies were used: anti-

THP (sc-20361; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, CA); and anti-pERK, pNFkB, and pAkt (all from Cell

Signaling, MA). Secondary antibody in all instances was donkey anti–rabbit IgG-HRP (AP182P;
Millipore). Blocking was performed using 5% nonfat dry milk. Blots were stripped and reprobed for actin
using mouse anti-actin (cat# MAB1501; Millipore). Bands were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence
(Pierce Super Signal West Pico kit, #34087) on ChemiDoc MP imaging system (BioRad, CA). Band
densitometry was performed using Image J (NIH) and measurements are reported after normalization to
actin.

Histochemistry and Immunohistochemical Analysis

Injury scores taking into account necrosis, dilation, and casts were performed on PAS-stained sections
similar to what we described previously.  For F4/80 staining (ab2557; Abcam), 4% paraformaldehyde

perfusion–fixed tissues were subsequently embedded in paraffin and processed for standard histochemistry.
Negative control without primary antibody was used. Using blinded observers, cells were counted on high-
(60× objective) power fields, using five fields from each kidney area per slide (two slides per kidney, and
five kidneys each group). In the liposome experiments, we used the same design, but used low-power fields
(20× objectives). For CD206 staining (MCA2235GA; BioRad), CD206+ cells were observed in a very
patchy distribution, so the quantitation was performed on whole-kidney cross-sections (one section per

kidney), imaged under a 20× objective.

Flow Cytometry on Kidneys and Livers

Flow cytometry was performed on homogenized, digested tissues as described previously.  In brief,
kidneys or liver were homogenized and digested with collagenase, and subsequently strained using 70-μm
filters. Cell counts and viability were done using a Countess automated system. A total of 5×10  cells from

each sample were used for staining, after blocking nonspecific binding with anti-CD16/CD32
(14–0161–82; eBioscience). Flow cytometry was performed using a BD LSRII flow cytometer.

We used the following anti-mouse fluorophore-conjugated mAbs: CD45 (# 130–091–610; Miltenyi
Biotech), Ly6G (# 560600; BD Bioscience), CD11b (# 48–0112–80; eBioscience), MHCII (#17–5321–82;
eBioscience), F4/80 (124801–82; eBioscience), CD86 (560582; BD Pharmingen), CD206 (MCA2235F;
AbD Serotec), and PI (P3566; Invitrogen) for viability.

An annexin V-FITC apoptosis kit (BMS500FI/20; eBioscience) was used to study apoptosis in SC cells.

Flow Jo (version 10; tri-star) was used for flow analysis and plotting.

ELISA Assays

Multiplex cytokine/chemokine assays containing 32 prespecified analytes (Millipore # MCYTOMAG-70K-
PX32) were performed on kidney lysates from THP  and THP  kidneys (n=5 per group). Values were

initially reported in picograms per milligram protein/tissue after normalization to the protein concentration
for each tissue. Statistical analysis is described below.

Real-Time PCR

Real-time PCR was performed as described previously  in Applied Biosystems ViiA7 using TaqMan Gene
Expression Assays (Mm00447649_m1 for THP, Mm01324470_m1 for NGAL, all from Applied
Biosystems). All expression was normalized to GADH endogenous control (4352932E for GAPDH-vic,
from AB) and reported as fold-change compared with control using the Δ-Δ CT method, according to the
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manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical Analyses

Unless stated otherwise, measured values of each experimental group are reported as mean±SEM. For most
experiments, a t test was used to examine the difference in means between the experimental groups for
continuous test data. A nested analysis of variance design was used for quantitation of F4/80-positive cells

in immunohistochemistry. Statistical significance was determined at the 0.05 significance level. For ELISA
multiplex analysis, a two-sample t test was used to compare the experiment test value between the two
experimental groups for each of the tests. For each strain of mice, the mean difference for each test value
between each time point versus sham and its 95% confidence interval were then calculated. Because each
test was measured in a different metric, the test value was standardized by using the raw test value divided
by its SEM. The standardized test difference and 95% confidence interval between each time point and
sham for the two strains were presented in graph plots.
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Figure 1.

Characterization of urinary THP. (A) Electrophoresis under native conditions of various forms of THP: urinary THP
purified by the method of Tamm and Horsfall (uTHP, lane a), truncated THP isolated by size exclusion chromatography

(tTHP, lanes b–d), and urinary THP treated with 8 M urea (lane e). Molecular mass markers are shown in lane f.

Aggregated uTHP does not undergo electrophoresis under native conditions (asterisk). Two bands of tTHP corresponding
to a monomer and a dimer are observed. Multiple high–molecular mass aggregates are observed in lane e, reflecting the

chaotropic effect of urea on THP multimers. (B) Western blotting of SDS-PAGE applied on to the same forms of THP is

seen, with the addition of a urine sample in lane f. tTHP is now reduced to a single band, which is in the range of 64–68
kD. (C) Proteomic characterization of tTHP using MALDI-ISD maps the C-terminal sequence of tTHP to a region ending

in amino acid 434, which is in the region within the two subdomains (ZP-N and ZP-C) of the ZP, with an estimated

molecular mass around 65 kD. (D) Schematic representation of full-length THP and tTHP, underscoring the site of

truncation at the ZP domain. MALDI-ISD, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-in source decay.
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Figure 2.

Characterization of THP in the circulation. Western blots for THP after immuno-precipitation are shown in all lanes except

lane c. Lanes a and b demonstrate that THP in the human (h) serum has a comparable molecular mass (approximately
85–90 kD) to full-length human urinary THP (lane c). Lanes d–g show immuno-blotting for THP on different fractions of

serum, separated according to molecular mass by size exclusion chromatography. THP is predominantly present in the

fractions between 44 and 158 kD (lane f, asterisk), proving that THP in the circulation is mostly in the monomeric form.
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Figure 3.

THP in the kidney interstitium colocalizes with MPCs. (A) Confocal microscopy image of a kidney field in the outer

medulla viewed under a 40× objective, showing a TAL intricately associated with resident mononuclear phagocytic
CD11c  cell (blue). Arrows show areas of colocalization at the basolateral domain of TAL. (B) The area marked by the

asterisk is enlarged, where two distinct areas within a CD11C  cell also show THP staining, suggesting THP uptake by

these cells. (C) Electron micrograph of a TAL and a mononuclear cell in the outer medulla, whereby THP is labeled with

gold particles. (D) The area marked by the arrow in (C) is enlarged, where gold-labeled THP is observed at the plasma
membrane (arrowheads) and within the cytoplasm (arrows). The insets are enlarged areas marked by the asterisk and the

pound sign.
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Figure 4.

Open in a separate window

Immunohistochemistry for F4/80 in THP  and THP  kidneys. (A–H) Panels are representative images (40× objective)

of sections (two sections/kidney, five kidneys per group) encompassing all areas within the kidney from THP  and

THP  mice. Arrows show F4/80-stained cells in various areas within the kidney. THP  kidneys have significant

depletion of F4/80  cells in the outer medulla. (I) Quantitation of F4/80  cells in each renal zone (five fields for each renal

zone/section). Bar graphs are mean±SEM. Asterisk represents statistical significance between the two strains (P<0.05).
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Figure 5.

Flow cytometry detects depletion of specific MPC population in THP  compared with THP  kidneys. (A)

Representative flow cytometry normalized cell count histograms showing the distribution of CD11b within CD45 Ly6G

gated cells, in THP  versus THP  kidneys. Bar mark denotes the positive range in the histogram. (B) Scatter plots of

these cells gated for according to CD11b and MHCII intensity. (C) Distribution of F4/80 among CD11b  cells. (D) 3D

visualization of the plots from (B), with the added dimension of F4/80. The colorization corresponds to F4/80 positivity as
shown in the scale bar. (E) The corresponding quantitation of the gated cells as percentage of CD45  cells. The MPC cell

population that is reduced in number in THP  is CD11b hi and F4/80 . Asterisk represents a statistically significant

difference between THP  and THP  (n=5 per group, P<0.05). hi, high; lo, low.
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Figure 6.

THP causes proliferation of SC macrophage cells and activation of Akt. Bar graphs are mean±SEM. Graph (A) shows the
effect of tTHP (1 μg/ml) on the proliferation of SC cells using an automated viability assay (six replicates per group).

There was significant difference of tTHP-treated versus vehicle starting 48 hours after treatment. In (B), we measured the

effect of different concentrations of tTHP on cell proliferation at 48 hours. We observed a dose-dependent increase in cell
number compared with control-treated cells. We then probed for the activation of ERK, NF-κB, and Akt using western blot

for the phosphorylated active forms. Only Akt showed significant activation with THP treatment, which (D) was

confirmed by band densitometry. (E) Flow cytometry–based PI/annexin V apoptosis assay on SC cells treated with tTHP
or control. A positive control using LPS treatment of SC cells is also shown. There was no change in the rate of apoptosis

(PI , annexin V ) between tTHP- and vehicle-treated SC cells. *denotes statistical significance between control and THP

treatment P<0.05. Pos, positive; vs., versus.
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Figure 7.

Treatment with exogenous tTHP increases the number of mononuclear phagocytes. (A–C) show intravital imaging of the
kidney cortex in CX3CR1-GFP  mice, showing resident dendritic and macrophage cells labeled in green, (A) before (20×

objective) and (B and C) after (60× objective) injection of tTHP labeled with Alexa 568 in red. THP was observed in the

peritubular circulation and interstitium as early as 30 minutes postinjection (data not shown), and is taken up by dendritic
cells and macrophages starting at 60 minutes. Insets show enlargement of the cells indicated by the arrows. Macrophages

have a characteristic shape (left inset in C) and a high degree of mobility (see Supplemental Video). (D) Representative

flow cytometry contour plot showing the distribution of tTHP uptake in CX3CR-GFP  cells 1 hour after injection

compared with vehicle (n=4 per group). The mean±SEM are shown for each group, and the asterisk denotes statistical

significance between the groups, P<0.05. (E) Representative histogram showing the distribution of CD11b within

CD45 Ly6G  gated cells, in kidneys from THP  treated with THP or vehicle as described in the Concise Methods. (F)

Scatter plots of these cells gated for according to CD11b and MHCII intensity, and (G) the corresponding quantitation of
the gated cells as percentage of CD45+ cells. Asterisks represent a statistically significant difference between groups (n=5

per group, P<0.05). hi, high; lo, low.
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Figure 8.

Impaired phagocytic activity of renal MPCs in vivo with THP deficiency. (A and C) F4/80 immunohistochemistry (arrows
pointing to F4/80  cells) of representative kidney sections from THP  or THP  mice (n=5 per group/treatment) treated

with empty liposomes or with clodronate liposomes, respectively. (B) Bar graphs showing the percentage of F4/80

macrophage depletion with clodronate versus empty liposome of each mouse genotype in different areas of the kidney.

*Statistical significance for clodronate versus control liposome; # denotes significance between THP  and THP

(P<0.05). (D) (left) Representative z projections of image stacks spanning 50 µm, imaged with spectral confocal

microscopy (20× objective), from kidney sections of THP  and THP  mice, 90 minutes after intravenous injections of

fluorescent beads. 3D tissue cytometry scatter plots are shown from each area of the kidney, with gates indicating bead+
cells. (E) Quantitation of bead+ cell abundance and density. Asterisk denotes statistical significance between the two

groups (n=5 per group).
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Figure 9.

Open in a separate window

Flow cytometry for myeloid cells in THP  and THP  kidneys during AKI. (A) The fluorescence distribution of CD11b

and Ly6G in CD45  gated cells. Neutrophils were defined as CD45  CD11b  Ly6G , whereas macrophages/dendritic cells

Mφ/DC were defined as CD45  CD11b  Ly6G . The distribution of cells as a percentage of CD45  cells is shown in each

quadrant, and (B) displayed using stacked bar graphs. Asterisk denotes statistical significance between THP  and

THP  (P<0.05, n=5/group per time point). Neut, neutrophils.
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Figure 10.

Open in a separate window

Impaired M1 to M2 macrophage phenotype switching in THP  mice during AKI. (A) Cytokine/chemokine multiplex

ELISA array was performed on kidneys from THP  and THP  at various time points after IRI surgery and compared

with sham for each strain (n=5 per group at each timepoint). Graphs in (A) show standardized mean differences for each

analyte compared with sham for each strain. Analytes are grouped on the basis of their biologic function. Statistical
significance between IRI and sham for each timepoint is present when the name of the corresponding analyte is displayed

on top of the confidence interval bracket. (B) Flow cytometry for M1 and M2 markers (CD86 and CD206, respectively),
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performed on kidney homogenates from THP  and THP  mice, 48 hours after IRI and gated on macrophages (CD45 ,

Ly6G , F4/80 ). Percentages of macrophages for each subgated population (mean±SEM; n=5/group) are displayed in the

corresponding quadrants. Asterisk (*) denotes statistical significance between THP  and THP  (P<0.05). vs., versus.
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Figure 11.

Open in a separate window

Administration of tTHP after IRI ameliorates injury: THP  mice were treated 24 hours after IRI with THP or vehicle. (A)

Serum Cr and (B) NGAL were measured at baseline and after injury. THP-treated mice had a reduction in subsequent

injury compared with vehicle. (C and D) Histologic assessment at 72 hours also shows improvement of injury (assessed by

necrosis [N], casts [C], and dilation [D]). (E) This was quantitated using an injury scoring system. (D) NGAL mRNA after
THP- or vehicle-treated mice. (F) Quantitative analysis of CD206  cells (mean±SEM per kidney cross-section), and (G)

representative images of CD206 immunohistochemitry. The insets are enlarged views of the areas marked within the
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boxes. Asterisk denotes statistical significance (P<0.05) between the two groups. n=7–8 per group. Serum Cr, creatinine.
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